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Deciding on your price can feel more like an art than a science, but there are some basic rules that you should
follow: Covering your costs. Problem In one or two sentences, summarize the problem you are solving in the
market. Are they growing or shrinking? Be sure the packaging section of your plan answers the following
questions: Does your packaging match your positioning strategy? How exactly does it solve the problem that
your customers have? Your positioning statement The first part of your marketing and sales plan is your
positioning statement. Doing so might help them bring in fewer, yet more higher-paying projects. Invest in
quality design and printing. Will you be advertising online? How does your packaging communicate your key
value proposition? Unlike [name omitted], LivePlan creates a real business plan, with real insightsâ€”not just
cookie-cutter, fill-in-the-blank templates. Start with a quick review of your milestones. Defining the problem
you are solving for your customers is far and away the most critical element of your business plan and crucial
for your business success. When identifying target markets, a classic method is to use the TAM, SAM, and
SOM breakdown to look at market sizes from a top-down approach as well as a bottom-up approach. Of
course, these distributors take a percentage of the sales that pass through their warehouses. Instead, Ford was
competing against other modes of transportationâ€”horses, bikes, trains, and walking. You just need to explain
where your company sits within the competitive landscape and what your core value proposition is that
differentiates your company from the alternatives that a customer might consider. For the most part, service
companies can skip this piece and move on. At a high level, you will want to describe how your technology
works. It comes first in your plan and is ideally only one to two pages. As long as you cover the essentials:
less is more. First, identify your market segments and determine how big each segment is. Company overview
and team Provide a brief overview of your team and a short explanation of why you and your team are the
right people to take your idea to market. Put a timeline together and set a launch date. Content marketing A
popular strategy for promotion is engaging in what is called content marketing. Keep in mind, an equity owner
may expect to have a voice in company decisions, even if they do not own a majority interest in the business.
The simple fact is that all businesses have competition. Your solution is the product or service that you plan on
offering to your customers. Metrics are the numbers that you watch on a regular basis to judge the health of
your business. If you have images of your packaging, including those in your business plan is always a good
idea. This section will cover your marketing and sales plan, operations, and your milestones and metrics for
success. Most small businesses and typical startups can skip this and move on. If you are relying on online
advertising as a major promotional channel, you are making assumptions about the costs of that advertising
and the percentage of ad viewers that will actually make a purchase. Your positioning strategy will often be a
major driver of how you price your offerings. Revisiting and revising your business plan? Instead, just include
a short statement indicating how much money you need to raise. Operations The operations section is how
your business works. Is it a good fit for them? For some products and services, you might want to describe use
cases or tell a story about a real user who will benefit from and be willing to pay for your solution. Milestones
and metrics A business plan is only a document on paper without a real path to get the work done, complete
with a schedule, defined roles, and key responsibilities. In the end, both you and your clients will reap the
rewards. Executive summary This is an overview of your business and your plans. This is also known as your
value proposition. Solution This is your product or service. When you recognize your assumptions, you can
set out to prove that your assumptions are correct.


